
Tree work required in the Recreation Ground, churchyard and cemetery, looking at the quotation 

from Countrywide Grounds franchise and next steps. 

M Ricketts 4/11/2019 rev. 19/11 

A separate note has provided detailed plans for finding all the trees listed in the Venners survey, and 

tables of priority work. 

The Clerk has provided details of one quote, put into this table: 

Group Area Quote ex vat 

A Rec, east, west, car park £1540 

B 
Fell east field conifers – 63, 79, 183, 185, Yellow 

167 
£5950 

C Fell east field 27, 37, 43, 25, 33, 38, 39 £1,450 

D 
East field small trees 62, 65, 190, 191, 192, 184, 

181, 178, 176,  175, 174, 172 
£1,250 

E “50 group of conifers to reduce height” £1,250 

F “Church and courtyard” £1,250 
 

The estimates of likely cost do not seem realistic so are not included above. The tables from the 

Venners document have had the group letter added below. Those without a letter were selected by 

the grounds staff as ones they could carry out. 

There are several problems with this quote: 

1 Summary Document: The Clerk has presented an action plan document where the action listed is 

at best a summary of the original Venners document. The full Venners spread-sheet can and has 

been reconstructed using the website onlineocr, which does an excellent job of converting images to 

spread-sheet in this case, or Word document. Given that, a file with the full entries for the trees 

needing work can easily be obtained, and is available. 

2. Recommendations with options: For a number of the large conifers the recommendation was to 

reduce in height by a few metres or to fell (#s 37, 167 (M priority), 79, 183, 185, 187 Low priority. 

And for one the options were do nothing or fell - #63. It is not stated in the quote what the 

contractor would do.  

It would seem to be open to the Clerk to make an inspection of all the trees and check the 

recommendations, but failing this the Lands Committee or its delegated subcommittee should 

inspect the trees particularly where the recommendation is fell or reduce height. Personally I would 

say reducing the height should be the option chosen in the 6 cases, and do nothing in the other. 

3. Further advice needed: The writer of the report should be asked for further details in a few cases. 

One is where the tree (yew #5) appears perfectly healthy; the trunk is distorted and more knowledge 

might enable us to come to a better decision on how to reduce than just ‘reduce height’. Two others 

are where there appears to be swapped pairs. 

4. Work by staff and their training and equipment: In the Action Plan document the Clerk says the 

groundsmen have been asked “to check whether work can be carried out by them or whether 

specialist contractors are needed.” There are 22 trees listed as able to be done by the staff. 
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Apart from the conifer hedge 5 already done, it is not obvious that the grounds staff have the 

training and equipment to carry out the recommended work on any of these trees. 

a) As far as I can tell the only training the grounds staff have had since early 2016 was with Land 

Based Training, who were paid £612 in August 2016. (Stephanie can you tell us what it was for?)  

b) The conifer hedge 23, adjacent to Wantage Road, has recommended: ‘cut back side branches over 

road by 2-3m’. The summary note, which is what the staff will have seen I assume, just says ‘cut back 

branches from path’, which is not the same thing at all, as there are higher branches; I doubt the 

staff are trained in carrying out such work by a public road. 

c) Sycamore number 8 is described as having ‘dead wood throughout’ and as being 8m high. It’s not 

clear how the staff could clear this. Perhaps you can tell us, Stephanie, what work up ladders they 

are trained in? 

d) Most of the relevant trees apparently need ‘formative pruning’. The height of most is give as 4m 

but they go up to 6m. It’s not clear to me that the grounds staff have been trained in formative 

pruning, or have equipment for general pruning at a height where there is nothing that would 

support a ladder. 

And I note the groundsmen were asked. The Clerk should know and have documented what the 

grounds staff are capable of, as a result of training and the equipment at their disposal. 

It is mentioned that staff could hire a stump grinder for £90 per day. What about training? There is 

something called the Provision and Use of Work Equipment Regulations 1998 (PUWER) that every 

employer using equipment needs to know about. Lantra and various others provide a one-day 

course in the use of a stump-grinder.  

e) Risk Assessment: Are staff trained to carry this out? This would seem to be a requirement before 

carrying out any work on the trees. Was one carried out before #s 21 and 22 were felled by the 

staff? If so can we see it? 

5. There’s the matter of requiring more than 1 quote: 

I note that 3 items of tree work have been carried out since January 2018, all by A D Mclean, at a 

total cost of £9252. The financial regulations as amended October 2018 say something like ‘strive for 

6 weeks’ to get 3 quotes for work of value from £100 to £3k, and for 4 months for items of greater 

value. 

There doesn’t seem to be a shortage of firms willing to do tree work. But I wouldn’t think they are 

likely to quote if the work isn’t well defined. A firm specification should be the basis for any tender 

exercise. The Action Plan doesn’t qualify as that – what were contractors given? 

Conclusion: If the groundsmen are not both trained and equipped for the work, the Council should, 

with exceptions, concentrate on the ‘Medium’ list at present and seek quotes after preparing a 

suitable document for contractors. Exceptions might be the Churchyard, where it would seem more 

efficient to carry out the 3 ‘M’s and 3 ‘L’s together, and the group A items in the rec ‘L’ list. 

[Note: In searching PC minutes I found that the PC in September 2018 is minuted as having deferred 

a decision on urgent tree work but the next mention of trees is payment in December.] 

Medium Priority 32 trees: 
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These effectively require immediate work as the survey was 18 months ago now. Of these 13 are 

classed as mature and the rest semi-mature. The work required can be categorised as follows: 

Work (see table) Tree 
count 

Tree numbers 

Fell, grind stump 3 27, 111, 164 

Formative prune 16 93, 94, 95, 97, 98, 99, 110, 115, 118, 134, 144, 
145, 147, 150, 153, 156. 

Crown lift + formative prune 1 138 

Crown works, clean etc. as detailed 10 1, 7, 14, 15, 16, 25, 33, 38, 39, 63 

Option of Fell or: 
Reduce crown by 3m 
Reduce height by 4-5m 

2  
37 
167 

 

Add to this list trees tagged 166 and 168 (see plan 1) 

Low Priority 25 entries including 2 groups so 52 trees: 

Two of the 25 entries are for rows of conifers. Number 23 is the row of 15 along Wantage Road, and 

number 50 is the row of 10 by the Reading Road, so a total of 48 trees. Number 10 was mistakenly 

put in this category but says ‘no works’. The work may be categorised as: 

Work (see table) 
Tree 

count 
Tree numbers 

Rows of conifers: 
Reduce side branches by 2-3m 
Reduce height by 4-5m 

 
15 
10 

 
23 – Wantage Rd – 13 or 15? 
50 – Reading Rd 

Fell, stump grind 7 2, 43, 57, 62, 65, 80, 101 

Crown clean 11 
8, 172, 174, 175(and reduce height), 176, 178, 181, 184, 
190, 191, 192 

Option of Fell or: 
No works 
Reduce in height by 3m 
Reduce in height by 4 – 5m 

 
1 
1 
3 

 
63 
79 
183, 185, 187 

 

Venners says that trees are listed where the diameter as defined is 75mm or more. The plans below 

record a further 59 trees, most of which are tagged and some of which require work. Two are more 

than 6m high and are dead, and should be included in the list requiring immediate work by a 

contractor – these are numbers 166 & 168, put in the table below.  

The 3 tables below cover the rec ‘Medium’, now pressing, rec ‘Low’ priority, and a combined M and 

L table for the churchyard and cemetery.
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Tree 

No. 
Tag 

No. 
Tree 

Species 
Ht 

(m) 
DBH 

(mm) 
Age 

class 

Rem 

Contrib 

yrs and 

Phys. 

Cond. 

This table lists Medium priority works in recreation ground. This column 

describes the state of the tree 
Management 

recommendations 
Priority 

Group 

in 

quote 

1 

1 68 Cherry 7 410 M 
20+ 

Fair 

Large single stemmed tree, with multi 

stemmed Cherry directly adjacent. Some 

historic low limb removal. Low branches over 

entrance. Twin stemmed at 3m with good 

union. Good vigour. 

Crown lift over 

entrance to 

give 5m clearance 
M A 

7 
No 

tag 
Sycamore 8 370 M 

40+ 

Good 
Sound base and stem. Crown touching adjacent 

zip wire. Typical form and vigour. 

Reduce away from zip 

wire 

to give 2m clearance 
M - 

14 125 Sycamore 14 450 M 
40 

Good 

Sound base and stem, growing towards play 

area, suppressed crown as result of 

surrounding trees. Deadwood throughout, 

good vigour. 

Reduce crown 

overhanging 

play area by 2m. 
M A 

15 126 
Norway 

Maple 
16 490 M 

40 

Good 

Sound base and stem. Low branches touching 

adjacent shed. Stem trifurcates at 2m with 

minor included unions. Good form and vigour. 

Deadwood throughout. 

Crown clean. Remove 

branches touching 

shed. 
M A 

16 124 Sycamore 14 320 M 
40 

Good 

Sound base and stem. Tree in suppressed form 

as growing within group of trees. Deadwood 

throughout. 
Crown clean M A 

25 136 Sycamore 12 Multi M 
20 

Fair 

Multi stemmed to ground level with multiple 

included unions. Historically crown lifted over 

entrance gate and road. Cut back hard from 

utility wire. Good vigour. 

Reduce to previous 

pruning 

points 
M C 

27 137 Birch 8 400 M 
10+ 

Fair 

Base and stem with wound, heartwood 

decaying. Historic pruning wounds throughout 

decaying. Poor form and vigour. Deadwood 

throughout. 

Fell, grind stump and 

re 

plant 
M C 
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33 152 Beech 20 760 M 
40+ 

Good 

Sound base and stem, typical form and vigour 

for species. Deadwood throughout. Low crown 

over adjacent footpath. 

Crown clean, crown 

lift to 

3m over footpath. 
M C 

37 156 
Norway 

Maple 
16 620 M 

20 

Fair 

Base and stem with several wounds. Stem 

trifurcates at 2.5m, poor unions. Dead 

branches throughout. Possible mammal 

damage. Crown slightly sparse. 

Option 1 Fell to 

ground 

level, grind stump and 

replant. 

Option 2 Reduce 

crown by 

3m to encourage new 

adventitious growth. 

M C 

38 157 Lime 20 870 M 
20+ 

Good 

Sound base. Large wound on stem from 

historic limb removal. Stem trifurcates with 

good unions. Crown in typical form and vigour. 

Low crown over adjacent footpath. Deadwood 

throughout. 

Crown lift over 

footpath to 

give 3m clearance. 
M C 

39 158 Sycamore 16 920 M 
20+ 

Fair 

Sound base, stem trifurcates at 2m, good unions. Branch fused at 3m between 

stems. Crown in asymmetric form, with sparse upper canopy. Wounds and 

deadwood throughout. All growth on over extended limbs over field. 

Reduce height by 2-

3m, 

reduce over extended 

branches by 3-4m. 

Crown 

clean. 

M C 

 166  6    Dead, near 47 (tag 167) Fell    

 168  6    Dead, near 47 (tag 167) Fell    

93 290 Lime 4 150 S/M 
40+ 

Good 
Sound base and stem, typical form and vigour 

for species. 
Formative prune. M - 

94 288 Lime 4 220 S/M 
40+ 

Good 
Sound base and stem, typical form and vigour 

for species. 
Formative prune. M - 

95 289 
Field 

Maple 
4 150 S/M 

40 

Good 
Sound base and stem, typical form and vigour 

for species. 
Formative prune. M - 

97 282 Cherry 4 180 S/M 
20+ 

Fair 
Sound base and stem, typical form and vigour 

for species. 
Formative prune M - 
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98 278 Cherry 4 170 S/M 
20+ 

Fair 
Sound base. Stem with historic mechanical 

damage. Typical form and vigour for species. 
Formative prune M - 

99 277 Cherry 4 150 S/M 
20+ 

Fair 
Sound base. Stem with historic mechanical 

damage. Typical form and vigour for species. 
Formative prune M - 

110 251 Lime 5 140 S/M 
40+ 

Good 
Sound base and stem, typical form and vigour 

for species. 
Formative prune M - 

111 248 Lime 5 120 S/M 
10+ 

Fair 
Base and stem with historic damage. Crown 

with limited growth. Leaning over 'footpath'. 

Fell to ground level, 

grind 

stump and replant 
M A 

115 238 Lime 5 120 S/M 
40 

Fair 
Sound base, stem with historic wounding. 

Crown in good vigour. 
Formative prune M - 

118 231 Lime 4 150 S/M 
40 

Fair 
Sound base, large wound on stem, good wound 

wood. Crown in good typical vigour. 
Formative prune M - 

134 207 Lime 6 180 S/M 
40+ 

Good 
Sound base and stem, typical form and vigour 

for species. 
Formative prune M - 

138 201 Beech 6 160 S/M 
40+ 

Good 
Sound base and stem, typical form and vigour 

for species. 
Crown lift, formative 

prune 
M A 

144 
No 

tag 
Lime 4 128 S/M 

40+ 

Good 
Sound base and stem, typical form and vigour 

for species. 
Formative prune M - 

145 95 
Field 

Maple 
5 300 S/M 40 Fair 

Sound base, stem with included union at lm. 

Good form and vigour. 
Formative prune M - 

147 93 Lime 4 170 S/M 
40+ 

Good 
Sound base and stem, typical form and vigour 

for species. 
Formative prune M - 

150 90 Lime 4 120 S/M 40 Fair 
Sound base, minor wounding on stem. Crown 

in good vigour. 
Formative prune M - 

153 
No 

tag 
Lime 4 230 S/M 

40+ 

Good 
Sound base and stem, typical form and vigour 

for species. 
Formative prune M - 

156 82 Lime 4 250 S/M 
40+ 

Good 
Sound base and stem, typical form and vigour 

for species. 
Formative prune M - 
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164 71 
Horse 

Chestnut 
5 250 S/M 

10+ 

Fair 

Base and stem with multiple wounds. Twin 

stemmed from lm with included union. Good 

vigour. Limited useful life expectancy. 

Fell to ground level, 

grind 

stump, replant 
M A 

167 62 Leylandii 16 Twin M 2 Fair 

Sound base, stem bifurcates with included 

union. Historical snapped branches hanging in 

crown. Deadwood throughout. Tree leans 

towards field, asymmetric growth due to 

nearby tree historically felled. 

Option 1: Reduce in 

height 

b 4-5m 

Option 2: y Fell to 

ground 

level. 

M B 

193 63 Sycamore 20 890 M 
40 

Good 

Sound base. Good tensile unions throughout 

crown. Low branches overhang neighbouring 

property. Deadwood throughout. 

Crown lift to give 5m 

clearance all round. 

Crown 

clean. 

M A 

 

Low Priority: 

Tree 

No. 

Tag 

No. 

Tree 

Species 

Ht 

(m) 

DBH 

(mm) 

Age 

class 

Rem 

Contrib 

yrs and 

Phys. 

Cond. 

This table lists Low priority works in 

recreation ground. This column describes the 

state of the tree. 

Management 

recommendations 
Priority 

Group 

in 

quote 1 

2 67 Cherry 5 Twin M 
10 

Poor 

Tree growing in car park area, roots lifting 

surrounding tarmac. Base with low branch 

removal/failures with decay wounds. Twin 

stemmed from ground level with included 

union. Crown in good vigour. 

Fell to ground level, grind 

stump and replant. 
L A 

8 133 Sycamore 8 530 M 
20+ 

Fair 

Sound base, stem trifurcates at 1.5m with 

minor included union. Deadwood 

throughout. 

Good form and vigour. 

Remove deadwood L - 
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23 
101-

115 

Conifer 

hedge 
10 Multi M 

20 

Fair 

Group of approx. 15 trees along roadside. 

Typical form and vigour. Historically cut 

back 

from utility wire within crown. Crown 

overhanging road over-extended 

Cut back side branches 

over 

road by 2-3m 

L - 

43 162 Sorbus 3 200 S/M 
10 

Poor 

Base and stem with large wounds. Stem 

leaning down bank. Low vigour. 
Fell to ground level L C 

50 
181-

194 

Group of 

Conifers 
16 Multi M 

20 

Fair 

Group of ten Conifer trees on roadside 

boundary. In typical form and vigour, with 

no 

previous management. One tree with historic 

failure at 5m. 

Reduce group in height by 

4-5m 
L E 

57 No tag Sorbus 10 Multi S/M 
10 

Poor 

Base with two stems with included union. 

Stems twist around each other, rubbing at 

2m. 

Good vigour. 

Fell to ground level L A 

62 7 Sorbus 5 260 S/M 
10 

Poor 

Sound base, stem with several wounds. 

Crown 

in asymmetric form, large parts dead/dying 

Fell to ground level L D 

63 11 Leylandii 14 640 M 
20 

Fair 

Sound base, multi stemmed from 0.5m, 

typical 

for species. Crown in asymmetric form with 

all 

green growth on one side. Poor form. 

Option 1: No works 

Option 2: Fell to ground 

level. 

L B 

65 16 
Crab 

Apple 
3 Multi S/M 

10 

Poor 

Multi stemmed to ground level with wounds. 

Suppressed form. 
Fell to ground level. L D 

79 14 Leylandii 14 620 M 
20 

Fair 

Sound base, multi stemmed from 0.5m, 

typical 

for species. Crown in asymmetric form with 

all 

green growth on one side. Poor form. 

Option 1: Reduce in height 

by 3m 

Option 2: Fell to ground 

Level. 

L B 
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80 13 Sorbus 4 130 S/M 
10 

Poor 

Base and stem with multiple wounds, poor 

form as suppressed by adjacent trees. 
Fell to ground level L A 

101 265 
Field 

Maple 
4 120 S/M 

10 

Poor 

Base and stem with multiple historic 

mechanical damage. Limited useful life 

expectancy. 

Fell to ground level, grind 

stump and replant 
L A 

172 57 Ash 16 360 M 
40 

Good 

Sound base and stem. Deadwood throughout 

Typical form and vigour for species 
Crown clean L D 

174 55 Ash 14 290 M 
40 

Good 

Sound base and stem. Deadwood throughout 

Crown in good vigour. 
Crown clean L D 

175 54 
Norway 

Maple 
16 Multi M 

20 

Fair 

Multi stemmed from ground level with 

included unions throughout. Several stems 

with large wounds but heartwood not 

decayed. 

Deadwood throughout. In slightly suppressed 

form 

Crown clean and reduce 

crown by 2-3m 
L D 

176 53 Ash 12 240 M 
40 

Good 

Sound base and stem, deadwood throughout. 

Good vigour 
Crown clean L D 

178 51 Ash 12 340 M 
40 

Good 

Sound base and stem, deadwood throughout. 

Crown in typical form and vigour for species 
Crown clean L D 

181 48 
Norway 

Maple 
14 430 M 

40 

Good 

Exposed surface roots with minor 

mechanical 

damage. Sound stem, some historic branch 

removal, little wound wood. Deadwood 

throughout. Crown in good vigour. 

Crown clean L D 

183 46 Leylandii 18 640 M 
20 

Fair 

Sound base. Stem with multiple branches 

rubbing and included unions throughout, 

typical for species. Some historic failure 

wounds. 

Option 1: Reduce in height 

by 4-5m 

Option 2: Fell to ground 

level 

L B 

184 45 
Norway 

Maple 
16 340 M 

40 

Good 

Sound base, stem with several low branches 

historically removed. Deadwood throughout. 

Crown in good vigour. 

Crown clean L D 
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185 44 Leylandii 16 Twin M 2 Fair 

Twin stemmed to ground level with included 

union. Crown in typical form and vigour for 

species. 

Option 1: Reduce in height 

By 4-5m 

Option 2: Fell to ground 

level 

L B 

187 42 Leylandii 18 530 M 
20 

Fair 

Sound base. Stem with multiple branches 

rubbing and included unions throughout, 

typical for species. Some historic failure 

wounds. 

Option 1 Reduce in height 

by 4-5m 

Option 2 Fell to ground 

level 

L A 

190 39 
Norway 

Maple 
16 500 M 

40 

Good 

Sound base with large exposed support roots 

on bank. Crown in good form and vigour. 

Deadwood throughout. 

Crown clean L D 

191 38 
Norway 

Maple 
14 380 M 

40 

Good 

Sound base and stem. Crown in typical form 

and vigour for species. Deadwood 

throughout. 

Crown clean L D 

192 37 
Norway 

Maple 
14 320 M 

40 

Good 

Sound base and stem. Crown in typical form 

and vigour for species. Deadwood 

throughout. 

Crown clean L D 
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Tree 

Number 
Tag 

Number 
Tree 

Species 
Ht 

(m) 
DBH 

(mm) 
Age 

class 

Rem. Yrs 

and Phys. 

Cond. 

Churchyard and cemetery medium & low 

priority tree works 
Management 

recommendations 
Priority 

3 3 Pear 4 110 Y 
20+ 

Good 
Recently planted tree in typical form and 

vigour. 
Formative prune. M 

6 6 Yew 12 830 M 
40 

Good 

Sound base, stem with multiple stub cuts and 

adventitious growth. Historically cut back 

from adjacent utility pole. Good vigour. 

Reduce away from utility 

pole to give 2m clearance. 
M 

8 8 Sycamore 20 
880 & 

700 
M 

40 

Good  

Base with large buttress roots, some minor 

mechanical damage. Twin stemmed from 

ground level with good union. Some over 

extended limbs throughout. Deadwood 

throughout. Crown in good vigour. 

Aerial inspection. Reduce 

Overextended limbs for 

more balanced crown. 

Ultimately an all over 

reduction of 3m may be 

necessary following report 

from aerial inspection. 

M 

1 1 Sycamore 16 790 M 
20+ 

Fair 

Sound base, stem with several historic stub 

cuts with minor adventitious growth. Crown 

bifurcates at 4m with included union. 

Historically cut back from utility wire within 

crown. Crown is sparse. 

Aerial inspection to 

ascertain crown health. 

Yearly inspection to monitor 

health recommended. 

L 

5 5 Yew 6 500 M 
20 

Fair 

Base and stem with multiple historic pruning 

wounds, some decaying. Crown in asymmetric 

form, with large tear wound on main stem. 

Poor form, fair vigour 

Option 1: Reduce crown by 3m 

Option 2: Fell to ground 

level, grind stump and re 

Plant. 

L 

11 9 Whitebeam 3 140 Y 
20+ 

Good 
Sound base and stem, typical form and vigour 

for species. 
Formative prune L 

13 11 Oak 3 390 Y 
40+ 

Good 

Sound base, multi stemmed from 1m with 

good unions. Low spreading form, good 

vigour. Deadwood throughout. 

Crown clean. Crown lift to 

2m over footpaths. 
L 

14 12 
Mountain 

Ash 
3 170 Y 

20 

Good 
Sound base and stem. Typical form and vigour 

for species. Crown near footpath 
Prune back branches near 

footpath. 
L 
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15 13 Lime 8 360 S/M 
40 

Good 
Sound base and stem. Crown with multiple 

rubbing branches. Good vigour. 
Remove rubbing branches. L 

29 27 Oak 3 210 S/M 
40+ 

Good 

Sound base and stem, low spreading form. 

Deadwood throughout Crown nearing 

footpaths. Good vigour. 

Crown clean, prune back from 

footpath. 
L 

37 35 Oak 12 450 M 
40+ 

Good 

Sound base and stem. Low crown over 

cemetery grounds. Deadwood throughout 

Good form and vigour. 

Crown lift to give 2.5m 

ground clearance. Crown 

clean. 
L 

 


